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Abstract The extensive consumption of milk and dairy
products makes these foodstuffs targets for potential
adulteration with financial gains for unscrupulous producers. Such practices must be detected as these can impact
negatively on product quality, labelling and even health.
Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF-MS) is a potentially
useful technique, with proven abilities in protein identification and more recently through the use of internal
standards for quantification purposes of specific proteins
or peptides. In the current work, we therefore aim to
explore the accuracy and attributes of MALDI-ToF-MS
with chemometrics for the detection and quantification of
milk adulteration. Three binary mixtures containing cows'
and goats', cows' and sheep's, and goats' and sheep's milk
and a fourth tertiary mixture containing all types of milk
were prepared and analysed directly using MALDI-ToFMS. In these mixtures, the milk concentrations of each milk
varied from 0% to 100% in 5% steps. Multivariate
statistical methods including partial least squares (PLS)
regression and non-linear Kernel PLS regression were
employed for multivariate calibration and final interpretation of the results. The results for PLS and KPLS were
encouraging with between 2% and 13% root mean squared
error of prediction on independent data; KPLS slightly
outperformed PLS. We believe that these results show that
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MALDI-ToF-MS has excellent potential for future use in
the dairy industry as a rapid method of detection and
enumeration in milk adulteration.
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Introduction
In today's era of consumerism and increasing reliability on
the food industry to provide food fit for consumption, the
issue of food safety and authenticity is becoming progressively more important. The internationalisation of food
markets has also made the food industry a very competitive
and financially lucrative business. The simple substitution
of a scarce ingredient with a more abundant and cheaper
ingredient, especially when high value products are
involved, can yield huge financial gains. This however
may also result in an unwanted and catastrophic chain of
events as product quality usually becomes substandard,
product identity is lost, incorrect product labelling ensues
and consumers are exploited and mislead. At the same time,
loss of the original high quality and origin-specific product
may occur. Furthermore, incorrect product labelling may
leave consumers exposed to potential allergens, such as
casein protein from cows' milk, becoming detrimental for
health.
Milk and dairy products are extensively consumed by
large segments of the population during all stages of
development and life, including childhood, adolescence,
pregnancy and the elderly, due to their high nutritional
value and health benefits. In general, however, milk is
considered to be an expensive raw material. The current
commercial UK price (from national outlets in 2010) for
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cows' milk is ∼£0.70/L, with sheep's over £3.00/L and
goats' milk between £1.00/L and £1.34/L, with some
seasonal milk production variation. This makes milk and
dairy product adulteration, especially of the higher value
types of milk, very profitable.
The variation of environmental conditions and the
process of natural selection have also lead to the
diversity of animal breeds and the production of milk
with particular characteristics for that animal type and
area [1]. Such milk has subsequently been used by local
producers for the production of distinct types of cheeses of
recognised quality and characteristics [2]. The production
of these products however entails high overall processing
costs, and producers can be financially destroyed by the
presence of unfair competition, thus there may be a
temptation to stretch the more expensive milk with one
of lower value.
In an attempt to protect consumers and genuine product
producers, policymakers at different countries have developed a number of legislations. The agriculturally diverse
European Union has also legislated regulation EC/178/
2002, a ‘food safety and traceability regulation’ [3], aiming
to protect human life and health, establish consumer rights
to food safety and accurate information and protect name
misuse and imitation. European regulations on industrial
milk processing are strict, only permitting a predefined
number of constituent modifications, such as changes in the
fat content and the addition of certain minerals, vitamins
and milk proteins. Currently, certain dairy products, such as
‘protected destination of origin’ (PDO) and ‘protected
geographical indication’ (PGI) goods, also require very
accurate labelling in regards to their origin and processing
and are protected by appellations of origin [4–6]. Further
food labelling legislation is currently under discussion in
the EU.
Ensuring product authenticity and implementing some of
these strict standards and criteria has been very difficult.
Analytical techniques have been employed to perform this
hard task but have been unable to fullfill this role
effectively, either because they are unable to keep in pace
with the constant technological advances and developments
concurring at the dairy industry or because of lack of
commercial practicality [6]. Advanced techniques such as
spectroscopy, near-infrared (NIR), mid-infrared (MIR) and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopies [7–12],
as well as chromatography [13, 14], immunoenzymatic
assays [15, 16], polymerase chain reaction [17, 18],
electrophoresis [19–21] and sensory analyses [22, 23], have
all been utilised by the analytical dairy science to improve
milk product analysis. The main disadvantage of these
techniques though is that they remain time-consuming and
labour intensive, with limited value for routine use in the
screening of milk in the dairy industry.
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Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (MALDI-ToF-MS) is a potentially
useful technique in the authentication of milk, with proven
abilities in protein identification and more recently quantification [24–30]. MALDI is an ionisation technique
involving the insertion of the sample typically into a UV
absorbing matrix composed of a non-volatile material
(usually a mild aromatic acid), followed by laser irradiation
(typically at 337 nm), absorption, matrix energy desorption,
and matrix to sample proton transfer resulting in the
creation of vaporised ions. The technique has the advantage
of only requiring small sample quantities and can be used
for the analysis of heterogeneous biological samples such
as milk, as recently demonstrated by Liland and colleagues
[31, 32]. In addition, it possesses a very high sensitivity of
mass range of up to 300,000 Da for proteins [33]. The aim
of our study was therefore to investigate whether the
MALDI-ToF-MS technique is able to detect and quantify
goats' and sheep's milk adulteration with cows' milk, using
the whole spectrum of peaks obtained from the analysis.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation
The fresh full fat pasteurised milk used in this study was
purchased from national retail outlets and was analysed
immediately. The milk tested included three types of milk:
cows', goats' and sheep's milk. Four different milk type
combinations were prepared as follows:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Sheep's milk adulterated with cows' milk,
Goats' milk adulterated with cows' milk,
Sheep's milk adulterated with goats' milk,
A tertiary mixture containing sheep's, goats' and cows'
milk.

Each milk combination included a variation in the
percentage of the primary milk adulteration ranging from
0% to 100% in successive increasing steps of 5%. A similar
principle was used for the tertiary mixture (concentration
levels are shown in Table S1 in the Electronic Supplementary Material). In order to ensure adequate mixing of the
different milk types, the different mixtures were placed into
sterile flasks and stirred using a rotational incubator for
15 min. Following this, 1 mL milk samples were collected
and used for MALDI-ToF-MS analysis.
MALDI-ToF-MS
The sample preparation used was based on the method
reported by Cozzolino and colleagues [26]. This involved
initially taking 100 μL of each homogenized sample and
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diluting these in 1 mL of water containing 0.1% trifloroacetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK). These samples
were then further diluted 1:10 with the same solvent. Five
microlitres of these samples were then mixed with 5 μL of
the matrix solution. For all samples, sinapinic acid (SigmaAldrich, Dorset, UK) was used as a matrix having been
saturated in a matrix solution composed of 50% acetonitrile
(Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK) and 50% water. From the
final mixtures, 1 μL was then positioned onto a MALDIMS stainless steel target plate and dried for 2 h at room
temperature.
MALDI-ToF-MS analysis was undertaken on a MALDIToF mass spectrometer (AXIMA-CRF™plus; Shimadzu
Biotech, Manchester, UK), equipped with a nitrogen pulsed
UV laser (337 nm), and was operated using a positive ion
source in linear ion mode in the positive ion mode. The
laser power was set to 120 mV, each spot was analysed
using a random raster of 500 profiles and each profile
contained data from five laser shots. Each sample was
analysed three times, and the typical collection times were
4 min per sample.
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coefficient in a similar sense of the correlation coefficient
(R) between two vectors, while the significance level of
such correlation can be asses by using an F test [37]. CCA
thus gives us a quick assessment of the correlation (R)
between the MALDI-ToF-MS spectra and the adulteration
level of the milk and the significance of that probability (p
value) before we move to a more robust quantitative
analysis. The CCA is performed on the scores from the
PCA, and the results shown are based on the number of
PCs which yielded the lowest p value.
Quantitative analysis

The mass spectral data were imported into MATLAB (The
Math Works, Natick, MA, USA) and processed for
analysis. Typically, the data were baseline corrected and
normalised. Normalization of each individual spectrum was
performed by dividing each individual baseline corrected
spectrum with the square root of the sum of squares of the
spectrum [34].

If there is a strong correlation between the two inputs, i.e.
the MALDI-ToF-MS spectra and the adulteration levels, it
is then possible to employ a multivariate regression model
to predict the adulteration levels using the MALDI-ToF-MS
spectra. In this study, we used partial least squares (PLS)
and Kernel PLS, as linear and non-linear regression
techniques, respectively.
Whilst supervised methods are very powerful, it is
possible to over-fit the model; therefore, validation of both
PLS and Kernel PLS was undertaken. We achieved this
using an independent test set for each of the mixture types.
For each of the binary mixtures, the training set contained
0%, 10%, 20%,..., 90% and 100% of one of the milks, and
the test set included 5%, 15%, 25%,..., 85% and 95%. For
the tertiary mixtures, the training and test sets are shown in
Table S1. The choice of the training set and the test set is to
ensure that both training and test set have a similar
coverage of the adulteration levels except that in the test
set there was no extrapolation (i.e. there is no pure milk of
any kind to be predicted in the test set).

Exploratory analysis

PLS regression

The exploratory analysis was performed in two steps as
described by us elsewhere [12, 35]. Initially, principal
component analysis (PCA) was used. PCA is an established
procedure for reducing the dimensionality of multivariate
MALDI-ToF-MS data whilst preserving most of the
variance; this process results in the creation of new
variables named principal components PCs which are
uncorrelated. This is important because there are a large
number of variables in the MALDI-ToF-MS data. The
second step involved the use of canonical correlation
analysis (CCA). CCA [36] is a commonly used method
for assessing the correlation between two multivariate
matrices or one multivariate matrix and one corresponding
vector (e.g. concentration of adulterant). CCA seeks a set of
linear combinations called canonical variables so that the
correlation between the two matrices is maximised. The
correlation of the two matrices is expressed as a correlation

PLS regression is a frequently used multivariate algorithm
[38]. It is more useful than standard multivariate regression
because PLS is able to deal with multicollinearity in data;
this is usual when continuous data are generated (such as
those mass spectra shown in Fig. 1). PLS models were
generated to predict a single variable, and so, PLS1 was
used for both the three binary mixtures as well as for the
tertiary mixture. The number of PLS components (latent
variables) was optimized using a k-fold cross-validation on
the training set only, while k is the number of adulteration
levels in the training set.

Data analysis
Pre-processing

Kernel PLS
Kernel PLS is a non-linear extension of PLS regression
which makes use of Kernel learning concepts [39]. In
Kernel learning, one projects the data into an appropriate
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Fig. 1 Raw MALDI-ToF mass
spectra of cows', sheep's and
goats' milk samples. These mass
spectra are annotated with protein identifications
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higher dimensional feature space, with the result that
many non-linear problems can now be solved by using a
linear modelling method on this projected feature space
[39]. In our KPLS approach, we used a radial base
function (RBF) as the Kernel function, and the optimal
combination of the Kernel parameter and the number of
PLS factors were optimized using a grid search approach
again using k-fold cross-validation on the training set as
described above.

4

5

6

Results and discussion
Spectra
MALDI spectra can be used to determine and quantify the
protein components of various types of milk, by identifying
the different peaks and assigning them to specific proteins
based on previously published protein molecular mass data.
Individual proteins, however, may show a variation in their
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molecular mass and thus the exact position of the peak; this
is due to factors such as genetic and non-genetic polymorphisms and milk processing, the latter mainly via
thermal denaturation and proteolysis which can affect
individual protein structure [40–44]. Milk samples from
different species or from different animal breeds of the
same species can therefore display small variations in the
molecular mass of the same protein, which will also vary
depending on whether the milk is raw or has been
processed and how it has been processed.
Figure S1 (in the Electronic Supplementary Material)
shows a typical MALDI mass spectrum of fresh full fat
pasteurised cow milk, including the original raw data and
processed data after baseline correction and normalization
that was required before chemometric analyses. Qualitatively,
the spectra from all three milk species (Fig. 1) appear to
display similar protein patterns between the different types of
milk with small differences in the location of the molecular
mass signal of the same proteins; in addition, it is also
possible to see some differences in regards to the quantity of
certain proteins. A closer inspection of the MALDI mass
spectrum of cows' milk (Fig. 1) and interpretation based on
previously published molecular mass data [24, 26, 27, 30, 45]
reveal a number of protein-related peaks. These include a
peak at ∼m/z9,000 representing the proteose peptone, seen in
all milk types at a similar position, and the peaks at ∼m/z
15,000 and m/z18,500 relating to α-lactalbumin and βlactoglobulin, respectively, with the latter displaying a higher
peak/content compared to the other milk types. The broad
peaks over m/z30,000, at m/z31,000 and m/z43,000 represent
dimeric and trimeric species [45].
Inspection of the MALDI spectrum of sheep's milk
shows the α-lactalbumin and β-lactoglobulin peaks appearing as ∼m/z13,500 and ∼m/z19,000, with an additional
peak at ∼m/z12,000 representing γ2-casein, which is less
prominent in the other milk types. Finally, in the MALDI
spectrum of pure goats' milk, the α-lactalbumin and
β-lactoglobulin are located at ∼m/z13,000 and m/z19,000
peaks, respectively, while a more prominent peak at ∼m/z
21,000 represents γ1-casein.
The peaks below m/z9,000 in all types of milk are
representative of species with low molecular mass due to
proteolysis of higher mass proteins. The latter appears to be
significant and over-represented in the MALDI spectra
obtained in this study compared to spectra from other
studies using raw milk, and this is most likely due to the
effect of milk processing and pasteurisation on the various
protein species.

analysed, and so, this did not allow direct visual comparison in order to detect the level of adulteration. Therefore,
the relationship between the spectra collected from the
different milk combinations and concentrations was investigated using the exploratory analysis procedures as
described in the “Data analysis” section.
The results from the CCA for mixtures of cows' and
goats' milk analysed using MALDI-ToF-MS are shown in
Fig. 2. It is very clear from this plot that there is a
concentration-dependent relationship in the MALDI-ToFMS data, and visual inspection of these results identifies a
linear pattern of the mixture levels. The canonical correlation coefficient R for this linear relationship was found to
be 0.9953 with a highly significant probability p value of
8.83×10−35, while similar values (R=0.9893, p value=
4.07×10−30) were found for the cows' and sheep's milk
mixtures (CCA plots not shown). The goats' and sheep's
milk mixtures displayed a comparable linear relationship to
the other milk mixtures but with a slightly lower value for
the correlation coefficient, R=0.9674, and a p value of
2.70×10−16. This suggests that there are very strong
correlations between the MALDI-ToF-MS data and their
corresponding milk adulteration levels. Linear and nonlinear multivariate regression techniques were therefore
employed in order to explore these trends even further and
to assess whether it was possible to quantify the level of
milk adulteration from these mass spectra.

Analysis of binary mixtures of milk

Fig. 2 CCA plot on MALDI-ToF mass spectra of cows' milk when
added to goats' milk. PCs 1–15 were used by the CCA algorithm with
a priori knowledge of concentration of cow milk. The different dots
show the concentration of cows' milk in the mixture in relation to the
canonical variable scores, with R=0.9953 and p value=8.83×10−35

The small differences between the pure spectra became
even harder to visualise by eye when mixtures were

Quantification of binary milk mixtures
Three different binary milk combinations were created as
detailed above. The cow–goat milk binary mixture is
2
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Fig. 3 Plots showing the predicted levels of milk adulteration
estimated from PLS (left column) and KPLS (right column) models.
The rows show the different mixtures analysed with predictions for

cow's milk adulteration in goats' (top) and sheep's (middle) milk, and
goats' milk adulterated into sheep's milk in the bottom row. The blue
circles represent the training data set and the red crosses, the test set

subsequently used as an example. Samples containing 0% to
100% cows' milk (in 5% steps) in goats' milk underwent
preparation, and the resulting 21 mixtures produced were
analyzed in triplicate using MALDI-ToF-MS. As detailed
above, the data were baseline corrected, normalised and then
split into a training set (0%, 10%, 20%,…, 90% and 100%
goats' milk) and a test set (5%, 15%, 25%,..., 85% and 95%)
and analyzed by linear PLS and non-linear KPLS.

During calibration of the PLS model, sub-sampling of
the training data took place, leaving one set (i.e. a unique
adulteration level; all replicates) out so that a crossvalidation set could later be generated; this allowed for
the selection of the optimum number of PLS factors for
calibration. Once this was performed, the independent test
set was utilized to challenge the derived PLS model. PLS
regression results for the cows' and goats' milk mixture
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Cow - Goat milk mixture

Table 1 Comparison of the partial least squares (PLS) regression and
the non-linear Kernel partial least squares (KPLS) results of the
MALDI-ToF mass spectra for determining the percentage volume of
cows' milk mixed with goats' milk and sheep's milk and goats' milk
mixed with sheep's milk

RMSEC
RMSEP
Correlation coefficient
Correlation coefficient
Goat–sheep milk
Factors
RMSECV
RMSEC
RMSEP
Correlation coefficient
Correlation coefficient

7
5.24
0.95
6.85
0.99
0.95

7
4.98
0.77
6.35
0.99
0.95

9
7.56

9
6.16

in the train set (R2)
in the test set (Q2)

0.64
9.77
0.99
0.89

0.51
8.13
0.99
0.92

in the train set (R2)
in the test set (Q2)

18
10.59
0.02
12.38
1.0
0.82

19
10.35
0.03
12.87
1.0
0.81

300

V.I.P. scores

Cow–goat milk
Factors
RMSECV
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RMSEP
Correlation coefficient in the train set (R2)
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combinations are shown in Fig. 3. The plot of the estimated
cows' milk concentration versus the known cows' milk
concentration values in this figure appeared to show good
predictive values, and importantly, both the training and test
sets lie on the expected y=x perfect prediction line. Table 1
shows the detailed results for all the three binary mixtures.
For the cows'–goats' mixture, the root mean squared (RMS)
error for the training data (RMSEC) was 0.95%, with seven
PLS factors selected by the cross-validation set for this
model, and the RMS error for the cross-validation
(RMSECV) set was 5.24%; the RMS error in the
independent test was 6.85% (RMSEP). This models' Q2
value was 0.95, while the R2 for the train set model was
0.99, both very close to the prefect model, which would
be 1.
The most discriminative features used by the PLS regression, which models the adulteration levels of the milks, can be
found by inspecting the variable importance for projection
(VIP) plots. The most discriminative features generally have
higher magnitudes than the non-discriminative ones in the VIP
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Fig. 4 Plots of variable importance for the prediction (VIP) scores
used in the PLS modelling for the binary milk mixtures

plots. These are displayed in Fig. 4 and Table 3 for the binary
milk mixtures. Comparison with the pure milk MALDI-MS
spectra (Fig. 1) indicates that for the cow–goat binary
mixtures, the dominant features at 14,100 and 18,020m/z are
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levels of the milk may not be linear, we decided to employ
the KPLS algorithm, a non-linear extension of PLS. The
results are depicted in Fig. 3, with the relevant statistical
information also shown in Table 1. For our cows'–goats'
binary milk mixture, it is clear that KPLS provides similar
results to PLS, with a RMSEP of 6.35% and a Q2 of 0.95.
The usefulness and improvement of the non-linear KPLS
algorithm compared to PLS are more apparent when the
results from the other two binary milk mixtures are observed,
as shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1. KPLS does not allow the
generation of loadings or VIP scores, so model interpretation
in terms of which proteins are important is largely hidden.

Red = Cows’ milk
Green = Sheep’s milk
Blue = Goats’ milk
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Canonical Variable 2
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Mixtures of the three types of milk

Canonical Variable 1

Fig. 5 CCA scores plot on MALDI-ToF mass spectra for the mixtures
from the three types of milk. The first five PCs from the PCA were
used for CCA with a priori knowledge of the concentration of the three
milks. Pure cows' milk samples are presented with red colour, sheep's
milk is presented with green colour and goat's milk is presented with
blue. The colour of the mixtures of these three types of milk are
represented by combining the three corresponding colours based on
their relative concentration accordingly, e.g. a “purple” colour which
is a mixture of red and blue with low green represents a mixture of
goat and cow's milk with little to no sheep's milk. In the middle, there
appears to be samples which contain two out of the three milk types in
high concentrations, and these appear with different colours from the
combination of all three types of milk

clearly present in both the pure cows' and goats' milk spectra,
and these peaks represent α-lactalbumin and β-lactoglobulin,
respectively. Whilst these proteins are present in both milks,
the ratio of β-lactoglobulin to α-lactalbumin is different
between cow and goat milk, and this is what is discriminatory.
An additional peak at 11,740m/z, representing γ2-casein, is
also selected as a VIP, although it does not appear as a
dominant peak in any of the two pure milk spectra; PLS
suggest that despite its small magnitude, this protein is
significantly different. In the cow–sheep binary mixture, VIP
features at 8,600 and 14,100m/z appear in both the pure cows'
and sheep's milk spectra representing the proteose peptone
and α-lactalbumin proteins, respectively, while features at
11,190 and 11,280m/z (γ3-casein) and 11,740m/z (γ2-casein)
are only present in the pure sheep's milk spectra. In the third
binary mixture, goat–sheep milk, the latter features (γ3-casein
and γ2-casein) remain distinctive only in the pure sheep's milk
spectra with the VIP feature at ∼8,600m/z (proteose peptone)
being present in both of the pure milk spectra. The 23,470–
700m/z feature (αS1-casein), even though appearing as a
dominant VIP feature in all three binary mixture PLS models,
does not appear as an intense peak in the pure milk spectra for
any of the three types of milk.
Considering the relationship between the response from
the MALDI analysis and the corresponding adulteration

The MALDI mass spectra collected from the 63 milk
samples, containing various concentrations of the three
milk types, sheep's, goats' and cows' milk, were analyzed
using a similar strategy to the binary mixture analysis.
Initially, the relationship between the spectra and the
adulteration levels of the milks was investigated using
CCA. Figure 5 presents the CCA results in a pseudo-2D
plot constructed from the first five PCs. The different
concentrations of the three different types of milk are
represented in different colours. We used red, green and
blue for pure cows', sheep's and goats' milk, respectively.
The colours of the mixture samples are represented by
mixing the three colours together according to their
corresponding relative concentration levels. For example,
the colour a mixture sample of cows', sheep's and
goats' milk with their relative concentration levels of
70%:20%:10% is a colour with its RGB (red, green and
blue) channels having 7:2:1 relative intensities, respectively. Visual inspection of the 2D space indicates a clear
pattern of distribution of the different milk mixture
concentrations. Domination of a particular type of milk in
the mixture at concentrations of greater than 50% appears
to create a tentacle towards a specific direction with a pure
milk type at the tip. An increasing cows' milk concentration
appears to create a tentacle towards the right of the pane
(red), an increase in sheep's milk concentration extends a
tentacle towards the left lower corner of the pane (green),
while similarly, the increasing goats' milk concentration
forms a tentacle towards the upper left corner of the pane
(blue). Furthermore, three additional smaller distinctive
tentacles (yellow, purple and turquoise) are observed
towards the middle of the pane extending outwards in
different directions. Each tentacle appears to lie between
two of the bigger tentacles and represents mixtures
containing the two associated milk types in concentrations
of greater than 40%, respectively. For example, the small
tentacle in turquoise colour extending due west lies
between the blue (high goat's milk concentration) and the
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Fig. 6 Plots showing the predicted concentrations of cows', goats' and
sheep's milk versus the actual concentrations for the training and test
set in the tertiary mixtures of the three types of milk using (a) PLS and

(b) KPLS. The blue colour represents the training data set and the red,
the test set. The triangles represent the goats' milk samples, the
crosses, the sheep's milk and the stars, the cows' milk

green tentacle (high sheep's milk concentration), representing mixtures containing these two types of milk in
concentrations of greater than 40%. At the tip of the small
tentacles lie the two dominant milk types at 50%
concentration each. Even though this analysis of tertiary
mixtures using CCA appears to show clear trends regarding
the different milk combinations, because these are revealed
in their 2D spatial distribution, this would limit accurate
quantification, and thus PLS and KPLS were also used to

quantify the levels of the different milk species in these
tertiary mixtures.

Table 2 Comparison of the partial least squares (PLS) regression and
the non-linear Kernel partial least squares (KPLS) results of the
MALDI-ToF mass spectra for determining the percentage volume of

cows', goats' and sheep's milk from mixtures containing the three
types of milk together

PLS
Factors
RMSECV
RMSEC
RMSEP
Correlation
Correlation
KPLS
Factors
RMSECV
RMSEC
RMSEP
Correlation
Correlation

Quantification of tertiary milk mixtures
In order to perform quantification of the tertiary mixtures,
the data were first divided in two sets, a training and a test
set (Table S1), and analyses were undertaken as described
above again employing the linear and non-linear supervised

Cow milk

Sheep milk

Goat milk

coefficient in the train set (R2)
coefficient in the test set (Q2)

9
2.58
0.19
2.42
0.99
0.98

10
4.77
0.12
3.29
0.99
0.97

9
4.25
0.10
3.84
0.99
0.97

coefficient in the train set (R2)
coefficient in the test set (Q2)

6
1.91
0.50
2.02
0.99
0.99

10
2.84
0.12
2.32
0.99
0.98

10
3.27
0.08
2.98
0.99
0.98

The RMSECV represents the root mean square error for the cross-validation, the RMSEC represents the root mean square error for the calibration
and the RMSEP represents the root mean square error for the predictions produced for the training set. The R2 represents the correlation coefficient
for the training set, and the Q2 represents the test set
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Table 3 Spectral peaks with the highest variable importance for the
prediction (VIP) scores used in the PLS modelling for the binary and
tertiary milk mixtures

Cow-Sheep-Goat milk mixture, Cow milk model
220
200

Peak m/z

Protein

11,750
14,100
18,020
23,700
8,600
11,190, 11,480
11,740
23,470
8,530
11,190, 11,450
11,820
23,600

γ2-Casein
α-Lactalbumin
β-Lactoglobulin
αS1-Casein
Proteose peptone
γ3-Casein
γ2-Casein
αS1-Casein
Proteose peptone
γ3-Casein
γ2-Casein
αS1-Casein

11,470
11,730
14,060
11,190, 11,450

γ3-Casein
γ2-Casein
α-Lactalbumin
γ3-Casein

14,060
11,450
11,740
14,060

α-Lactalbumin
γ3-Casein
γ2-Casein
α-Lactalbumin

180

Binary mixture
Cow–goat milk

V.I.P. scores

160
140
120
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Fig. 7 Plots of variable importance for the prediction (VIP) scores
used in the PLS modelling for the tertiary milk mixtures

learning techniques of PLS and KPLS regression. Although
there are three Y-variables to be predicted (one for each
milk species), rather than use PLS2 and KPLS2, we chose
to use PLS1 and KPLS1 where three models were
constructed for each milk. This was because it has been
shown that PLS1 generally outperforms PLS2 for quantification of different analytes, as there will be different
directions in the spectral space that are describing the
contributions for the three different milk species; therefore,
it is better to optimise each of these individually [46].
Figure 6 illustrates the results from the PLS and KPLS
models for the training and test data. For both PLS and
KPLS models, excellent predictions for the three different
types of milk was attained. Table 2 shows the summary
statistics for both multivariate regression models using the
same training and test set splits; in this case, the PLS
algorithm outperforms KPLS. Rather interestingly, these
models for the tertiary mixture were better than the models
constructed from the binary models (Fig. 3 and Table 1),
although we cannot think of any conceivable reason why
this may be the case.
The most dominant spectral peaks used by the PLS
modelling for discriminating between the three types of
milk with the highest VIP scores for the tertiary milk
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mixtures are displayed in Fig. 7 and Table 3. In all three
PLS models for each type of milk, the dominant features
are largely the same and appear as a peak in one or more of
the pure milk spectra. The features at 11,190–450m/z (γ3casein) and 11,730–40m/z (γ2-casein) are only present as
spectral peaks in the pure sheep milk, while the 14,060m/z
(α-lactalbumin) VIP score feature is present as a peak in all
three types of pure milk samples. Furthermore, the
difference found between the number and level of scoring
for some features in the tertiary sample mixtures compared
to the binary mixtures is most likely due to the effect of the
presence of the additional milk type in the mixture.
Concluding remarks
In comparison to previous studies demonstrating the
qualitative aspects of MALDI-ToF-MS using selected
peaks for milk speciation [24–30], through this study, we
have shown that the whole MALDI-ToF mass spectra
contain valuable information. However, this can only be
revealed when MS is combined with multivariate techniques such as linear PLS and non-linear Kernel PLS, and we
have shown that it is possible to achieve very accurate
predictions of the levels of milk species adulteration. These
properties have been demonstrated in analysing binary and
tertiary mixtures of fresh pasteurised cows', sheep's and
goats' milk using a simple and fast process. Despite the
milk processing, which may affects protein structure,
MALDI-ToF-MS was able to achieve high accuracy levels
of milk adulteration with typical errors in the region of
2–10% for cow's milk, a level at which a fraudster would
unlikely adulterate at because this would not be financially
viable.
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